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City Wall welcomes the mysterious Xilinox to the label
for 2013. His first release with CWR is the mighty
Luchock, an intriguing progressive techno number that
has a backbone of steel and the mind of a genius. The
absolutely slammin’ original mix is followed up by no
less than nine highly respectable remixes from a variety
of artists. All the contributions are of an undeniably
superb quality but the LiAx remix is truly alternative and
really captures something deep while the Tosi remix has
like a pitched down vibe with some perfectly momentous
cliff hangers. Xilinox has numerous other releases under
his belt on a variety of underground labels including
Shout, Survival and Plastiq to name just a few. Definitely
one to watch so expect more from him on CWR soon!
Luchock (Original Mix)
Thumping progressive techno with Xilinox signature tonal elements and edgy vocal sample mash ups.

Luchock (De Hessejung Rework)
De Hessejung really goes to work here with a fine tapestry of tonal stabs, delicate atmospheres and banging beats.

Luchock (Electrorites Remix)
A driving sub bass is the ignition key in this hard edged remix by the Elecrorites duo. Top percussives add salt.

Luchock (GabeeN Remix)
GabeeN turns up the peak time techno temperature with a no holds barred number that screams bass.

Luchock (LiAx Darkness In My Room Remix)
A dub techno gem that is a glowing jewel of a track. Dark rumbling bass with beautiful tonal riffs. Epic.

Luchock (Michael Lambart Remix)
Hard edged straight down the line funky tech house that would fit nicely in any Dave Angel set.

Luchock (Nelman Remix)
A monster of a distorted kick drum leads this track with a drop so mean it will shake the apples from the trees!

Luchock (Smophor Dirty Remix)
Really smooth techy interpretation that has a classic “jilted” Smophor edge. Grooving!

Luchock (Tosi Remix)
Love, love, love this! Unnaturally long progressions that lead to unnaturally satisfying bass drops!

Luchock (Tuomas Rantanen Remix)
A strong Rantanen rethink built around complex pulsating percussive structures with sinister tonal influences.
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